
 
    

Sheng Shung Fiber Co., Ltd. 
Functionals fabrics to your Comfy Casual lifestyle 

Sheng Shung Fiber Co., Ltd. is a professional supplier of functional woven and knitted fabrics, 
with the goal of development & innovation,  and concern the Environmental Friendly issue is 
a worldwide value,  adhering to more than 30 years of manufacturing and production 
experience, we have realized the ”4F ”functional fabrics of Functional, Fashionable, Friendly, 
Future, to provide a variety of Fashionable, Recycled-Environmentally-Friendly materials, 
high-quality fabrics for making Casual wear, Mountaineering wear, Outdoor Activity wear and 
Sportswear for Brands and apparel industries, to create your own comfortable and refreshing 
leisure lifestyle. 

We manufacture High-Performance Knitted and Woven fabrics: 

① Wear Resistant Fabric  
Wear-resistant fabric is made from high-tenacity, high-strength, 
abrasion-resistant nylon yarn. It has super wear resistance, 
good tensile strength, high resistance, good tearing and tensile 
strength.  It provides long-lasting durability coupled with 
natural softness to help it from outdoor casual wear to 
professional high-tech clothing, it can show its excellent 
wear-resistance, anti-pilling TECHNOLOGY excellence. 
 
②Graphene Fiber Fabric 

Unique Graphene Fibers of new material, it has the appeal 
of "health", because its graphene material can release 
far-infrared-rays to promote blood circulation, and has 
excellent heat storage and heat preservation;  The 
negative ions released can reduce static electricity and 
have antibacterial and deodorizing functions, that bringing 
you a “ HEALTHY ” and “ constant temperature and 
comfortable ” life. 

 
③Cooling Yarn Fabric 
Our nylon cooling fabric is based on the textile material with 
good water absorption and the principle of hydrophilic cool 
feeling, and uses the function of moisture absorption and 
perspiration to achieve a cool feeling.  Its excellent high 
moisture absorption & high moisture release function brings 

 

 

 

 



moderate moisture regain, so as to increase moisture absorption & cool feeling, let the body 
feel a cool feeling of humidity, and quickly evaporate water under the appropriate moisture 
condition to achieve cool feeling, comfortable effect, to bring you a COMFORT life. 
 
④抗菌除臭布   

The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic has made us think 
about the importance of anti-bacterial, but because of the 
complexity of various bacterial species, this is a 
complicated issue and it is also a specialized field 
knowledge; In the post-epidemic era of COVID-19, we try 
our best to do our best in the textile industry to produce 
strong anti-bacterial and deodorizing  fabrics.The 
wash-ability and long-lasting properties of the chemical 
are the key points and that’s also our INTENTION. 

                                                
⑤萊卡® LYCRA 彈性布 
Stretch fabrics can improve the body-fit & comfort of 
garment, innovate people's dressing habits, and it is also a 
clothing trend. LYCRA® elastic fiber, with its excellent 
quality, endows clothes with excellent elasticity, 
long-lasting shape, and comfortable fit, allowing the 
clothes to move with you, and that is deeply loved by 
buyers. To choose it because of for its excellent quality of 
elasticity and the comfort, and it delivers for the all types 
of apparel, is more a TRUST. 
 
Sheng Shung Fiber Co., Ltd. takes development and innovation as the central goal, and 
produce a variety of fabrics with the 4F spirit of Functional、Fashionable、Friendly、Future. And 
then, it reflects to serve customers with functional fabrics of TECHNOLOGY、HEALTH、 
COMFORT、INTENTION and TRUST.  
 
For more information, please visit our website http: // ssfibertex.en.taiwantrade.com ; 
www.ssfibertex.com  
 
Contact: 
E- mail: shenshun@ms27.hinet.net  Tel: 886-2-2591-9509  Fax: 886-2-2586-1239 

 

 

 

 

 

 


